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Birlinn General. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Sunset Song (New edition), Lewis Gibbon, Faced with a choice
between her harsh farming life and the seductive but distant
world of books and learning, Chris Guthrie eventually decides to
remain in her rural community, bound by her intense love of the
land. However, the intervention of the First World War leaves her
choice in tatters. Chris is now a widowed single mother: her
farm, and the land it occupies, is altered beyond recognition trees torn down, people displaced. But although the novel
describes a way of life which is in decline, it also presents a
strong image of hope. Chris adapts to her new world, displaying
an intuitive strength which, like the land which she loves,
endures despite everything. "Sunset Song" is a testament to
Scotland's agricultural past, to the world of crofters and
tradition which was destroyed in the First World War. It is a
powerful description of life in the first few decades of the century
through the evocation of change and the lyrical intensity of its
prose. Renowned expert Ian Campbell has produced the first
new scholarly text for fifteen years and has the blessing of the...
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Reviews
I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad
and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II
Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again
later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ang ela B lick
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